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(54) Method and Apparatus for watermarking successive sections of an audio signal

(57) Audio watermarking is the process of embed-
ding watermark information items into an audio signal in
an in-audible manner. In a first embodiment, in case the
original audio signal has parts of low signal energy, an
alternative signal having a level or strength given by the
psycho-acoustic model is combined with the original au-
dio signal. The combined signal is watermarked with wa-
termark data to be embedded. In a second embodiment,

in case the original audio signal has parts of low signal
energy, an alternative signal having a level or strength
given by the psycho-acoustic model is watermarked with
watermark data to be embedded, and the audio signal is
watermarked with the watermark data to be embedded.
The watermarked alternative signal is combined with the
watermarked audio signal.
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Description

Technical field

[0001] The invention relates to a method and to an ap-
paratus for watermarking successive sections of an audio
signal, wherein the watermarking is controlled by a psy-
cho-acoustical model.

Background

[0002] Audio watermarking is the process of embed-
ding information items (called watermark) into an audio
signal in an inaudible manner.
[0003] An original audio signal co can be considered
as representing a channel for conveying watermark in-
formation m using a key k. In turn, watermarking can be
modelled as a form of communication. There exist differ-
ent ways of how to incorporate the original signal co into
the communication model. In a basic model the original
signal co is considered as a noise signal. The information
about the host signal is not exploited in the modulation
step. In advanced models the original audio signal is ex-
amined in the watermark encoder before adding a cor-
responding watermark signal w. This kind of processing
is usually referred to as "watermarking with informed em-
bedding" or simply "informed embedding". In such case
the watermark signal w is shaped according to a percep-
tual model and is then applied to the host signal in the
modulation step.

Summary of invention

[0004] Known informed embedding systems can im-
plement different modulation modules f(m,k,co) for gen-
erating a watermarked original audio signal cw from the
original audio signal co, which however can result in ro-
bustness problems. This is the case in audio signals con-
taining only minimal energy in low frequencies (like spe-
cial sound effects in a movie), or in artificial signals con-
taining time sections with digital zeroes. If the modulation
f(m,k,co) consists of a multiplicative embedding rule, in-
corporating the host signal (see equation below), there
is essentially nothing embedded. 

[0005] The modulation of the original signal can be
done in the media space (i.e. audio samples) or can be
performed in a transformed domain (e.g. in the Fourier
domain). Thus co and cw can represent audio samples
in time domain or Fourier magnitudes/phases in the

transformed domain. The latter is performed in water-
marking based on Spread Spectrum processing which
are most widely used in audio watermarking. Another
important class of audio watermarking methods are time-
spread echo hiding methods, for which the modulation
function can be written as cw = co * h(m,k,co) with the
convolution operator ’*’ and the echo kernel h(m,k,co),
having the same difficulty if co has sections containing
digital zeroes. I.e., the two most important audio water-
marking type classes have problems if the audio signal
has very low signal energy or contains digital zero values.
[0006] A problem to be solved by the invention is to
improve the robustness of watermarking for problematic
audio signal sections. This problem is solved by the meth-
ods disclosed in claims 1 and 2. Apparatuses which utilise
these methods are disclosed in claims 3 and 4.
[0007] Advantageous additional embodiments of the
invention are disclosed in the respective dependent
claims.
[0008] In a first embodiment of the invention, in case
the original audio signal has parts of low signal energy,
an alternative signal having a level or strength given by
the psycho-acoustic model is combined with the original
audio signal. The combined signal is watermarked with
watermark data to be embedded.
[0009] This kind of processing represents a combina-
tion of a multiplicative embedding rule and an additive
embedding rule.
[0010] In a second embodiment of the invention, in
case the original audio signal has parts of low signal en-
ergy, an alternative signal having a level or strength given
by the psycho-acoustic model is watermarked with wa-
termark data to be embedded, and the audio signal is
watermarked with the watermark data to be embedded.
The watermarked alternative signal is combined with the
watermarked audio signal.
[0011] The invention improves the robustness of audio
watermarking systems in particular for signal sections
which have very low signal energy in the full time fre-
quency range or in parts of the time frequency range,
resulting in significantly improved audio watermark de-
tection at decoder or receiver side. Advantageously, any
suitable watermark detection at decoder or receiver side
can be used without modification.
[0012] In principle, the inventive method is suited for
watermarking successive sections of an audio signal, in-
cluding the steps:

- calculating using a psycho-acoustical model a mask-
ing curve for a current section of said audio signal,
and determining for said current section of said audio
signal whether it contains low signal energy or parts
of low signal energy;

- providing an alternative signal different from said au-
dio signal, which is controlled by said low signal en-
ergy determination and the strength of which is con-
trolled by said masking curve;

- combining said alternative signal with said audio sig-
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nal in case said current section of said audio signal
has low signal energy or parts of low signal energy,
so as to provide a combined signal;

- watermarking said combined signal, controlled by
watermark data to be embedded and by said mask-
ing curve, so as to provide a watermarked audio sig-
nal,

or the steps:

- calculating using a psycho-acoustical model a mask-
ing curve for a current section of said audio signal,
and determining for said current section of said audio
signal whether it contains low signal energy or parts
of low signal energy;

- providing an alternative signal different from said au-
dio signal, which is controlled by said low signal en-
ergy determination and the strength of which is con-
trolled by said masking curve;

- watermarking said audio signal, controlled by water-
mark data to be embedded and by said masking
curve, so as to provide a preliminary watermarked
audio signal,
and watermarking said alternative signal, controlled
by said watermark data to be embedded and by said
masking curve, so as to provide a watermarked al-
ternative signal;

- combining said watermarked alternative signal with
said preliminary watermarked audio signal, so as to
provide a watermarked audio signal.

[0013] In principle the inventive apparatus is suited for
watermarking successive sections of an audio signal,
said apparatus including means being adapted for:

- calculating using a psycho-acoustical model a mask-
ing curve for a current section of said audio signal,
and determining for said current section of said audio
signal whether it contains low signal energy or parts
of low signal energy;

- providing an alternative signal different from said au-
dio signal, which is controlled by said low signal en-
ergy determination and the strength of which is con-
trolled by said masking curve;

- combining said alternative signal with said audio sig-
nal in case said current section of said audio signal
has low signal energy or parts of low signal energy,
so as to provide a combined signal;

- watermarking said combined signal, controlled by
watermark data to be embedded and by said mask-
ing curve, so as to provide a watermarked audio sig-
nal,

or including means being adapted for:

- calculating using a psycho-acoustical model a mask-
ing curve for a current section of said audio signal,
and determining for said current section of said audio

signal whether it contains low signal energy or parts
of low signal energy;

- providing an alternative signal different from said au-
dio signal, which is controlled by said low signal en-
ergy determination and the strength of which is con-
trolled by said masking curve;

- watermarking said audio signal, controlled by water-
mark data to be embedded and by said masking
curve, so as to provide a preliminary watermarked
audio signal,
and watermarking said alternative signal, controlled
by said watermark data to be embedded and by said
masking curve, so as to provide a watermarked al-
ternative signal;

- combining said watermarked alternative signal with
said preliminary watermarked audio signal, so as to
provide a watermarked audio signal.

Brief description of drawings

[0014] Exemplary embodiments of the invention are
described with reference to the accompanying drawings,
which show in:

Fig. 1 block diagram of a first embodiment for water-
marking processing using the invention;

Fig. 2 block diagram of a second embodiment for wa-
termarking processing using the invention.

Description of embodiments

[0015] Even if not explicitly described, the following
embodiments may be employed in any combination or
sub-combination.
[0016] The invention improves the detection in audio
watermarking systems that are using the audio signal
itself as watermark carrier and the audio signal itself is
transformed, but the watermark is not an external water-
marked signal added to the audio signal where that ex-
ternal signal is watermarked independently from the cur-
rent content of the audio signal.
[0017] The affected systems are for example multipli-
cative embedding systems as described e.g. in I.K. Yeo
and H.J. Kim, "Modified patchwork algorithm: A novel
audio watermarking scheme", Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Information Technology:
Coding and Computing, 2001, pp.237-242, 2-4 April
2001.
[0018] Other systems which add a scaled and time de-
layed version of the original content as a watermark are
echo hiding systems as described e.g. in B.S. Ko, R.
Nishimura, Y. Suzuki, "Time-spread echo method for dig-
ital audio watermarking", IEEE Transactions on Multime-
dia, vol.7, no.2, pp.212-221, Apr.2005, and in R. Petrovic,
"Audio Signal Watermarking based on Replica Modula-
tion", 5th International Conference on Telecommunica-
tions in Modern Satellite, Cable and Broadcasting Serv-
ice, pp.227-234, 19-21 September 2001.
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[0019] It is common practice in audio signal processing
to apply a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) for obtain-
ing a time-frequency representation of the signal, so as
to mimic the behaviour of the ear. This results in a col-
lection of DFT-transformed (discrete Fourier transform)
and windowed overlapped audio signal section blocks
(overlap-add-processing as such is well-known). For wa-
termarking purposes each audio block is analysed to cal-
culate the (psycho-acoustically) allowed size of modifi-
cation, and finally the audio block signal values are mod-
ified according to this analysis by embedding the water-
mark information.
[0020] However, this known kind of processing has its
limits if the signal in a block has only very low signal
energy in parts of the time-frequency range or in the full
time-frequency range. A signal containing for example
only digital zero amplitude values will not be watermarked
at all if a multiplicative embedding rule is employed. An
audio signal section containing only low frequencies,
which often occurs as an effect in movies, can use only
the low frequencies for the watermark-related modifica-
tions, which means that the watermark is less robust as
compared to when the full frequency range can be used
for the modifications.
[0021] According to the invention additive and multipli-
cative embedding rules are combined in a single water-
marking system, by generating an alternative signal with-
in the time-frequency range for signal sections in which
the original audio signal does have low signal energy.
This alternative signal is dependent on the data to be
embedded and ensures high watermark detection
strength. It is scaled or shaped using a psycho-acoustical
model, such that inaudibility is ensured. Such alternative
signals are different from the original audio signal and
can be for examples white noise signals or pink noise
signals. The alternative signal is combined with the wa-
termarked audio signal and thereby produces the final
watermarked audio signal. The combination rule can be
for example adding or substituting, depending on the un-
derlying watermarking principle.
[0022] Because of the combination with the alternative
signal, watermarks can be embedded even in problem-
atic audio signal sections, and the final encoder or trans-
mitter audio output signal is more robust: the decoder or
receiver side device can more reliably detect the water-
mark, without any noise from the alternative signal be-
coming audible. The watermark detection at decoder or
receiver side requires no modification: for example, a
known processing using correlation with candidate bit
pattern sequences, detecting magnitude value peaks in
the correlation result and selecting the watermark bit or
word corresponding to that bit pattern sequence which
leads to the highest peak value. While with the state of
the art technology the detector would receive a ’water-
marked’ audio signal with digital zeros, it could not detect
the current watermark symbol. With the invention used,
however, the detector receives a non-zero alternative
signal which produces a good watermark symbol detec-

tion result.
[0023] In Fig. 1 successive sections of an original audio
signal are fed to a low signal energy detector step or
stage 11, a psycho-acoustical model calculator step or
stage 12 and a signal composer step or stage 14. Psycho-
acoustical model calculator 12 calculates a masking
curve for every original audio signal section - even in
silence two effects of the human auditory system can be
exploited: the hearing threshold in quiet (the human ear
is not able to hear signals having an energy below a fre-
quency dependent energy threshold) and temporal
masking (if the signal power drops suddenly to zero, the
human ear is not able to hear a signal with an energy
below a certain level which is dependent on the distance
to the drop).
[0024] Signal composer 14 provides its output signal
to a watermark embedding step or stage 15 which outputs
a watermarked audio signal.
[0025] Low signal energy detector 11 determines low
energy sections or partial low energy sections within
time-frequency information, e.g. signal sections contain-
ing zero values, and provides an alternative signal pro-
vider step or stage 13 with such information. In case a
low signal energy part is detected, alternative signal pro-
vider 13 generates an alternative signal for composing it
in composer 14 with the original audio signal. The ’alter-
native signal’ is a signal which produces the best detec-
tion results at detector or receiver side while at the same
time being inaudible. An example alternative signal is
white or pink noise generated according to the hearing
threshold in quiet. To that alternative signal the above-
described modulation with a multiplicative rule is applied
according to the watermark data or symbol to be embed-
ded. Watermark embedder 15 gets on one hand water-
mark data to be embedded and on the other hand a cur-
rent masking curve from psycho-acoustical model calcu-
lator 12.
[0026] The current masking curve is also provided to
alternative signal provider 13 for controlling for which sig-
nal values of the original audio signal it outputs with which
amplitude alternative signal values to be combined in
step/stage 14 with original values of the original audio
signal.
[0027] The watermark data to be embedded in water-
mark embedder 15 can be a bit sequence selected from
a set of pseudo-random bit sequences modulated ac-
cording to a watermark information bit value. The bit se-
quence can be used in step/stage 15 for correspondingly
modulating the phase of the combined signal to be wa-
termarked, e.g. in a manner described in WO 2007/
031423 A1.
[0028] In Fig. 2 successive sections of an original audio
signal are fed to a low signal energy detector step or
stage 21, a psycho-acoustical model calculator step or
stage 22 and a watermark embedding step or stage 25.
Psycho-acoustical model calculator 22 calculates a
masking curve for every original audio signal section.
Watermark embedder 25 gets on one hand watermark
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data to be embedded and on the other hand a current
masking curve from psycho-acoustical model calculator
22.
[0029] Watermark embedder 25 provides its output
signal to a signal composer step or stage 24 which out-
puts a watermarked audio signal.
[0030] Low signal energy detector 21 determines low
energy sections or partial low energy sections within
time-frequency information, e.g. signal sections contain-
ing zero values, and provides an alternative signal pro-
vider step or stage 23 with such information. In case a
low signal energy part is detected, alternative signal pro-
vider 23 generates an alternative signal (e.g. white or
pink noise) that is watermarked in a further watermark
embedding step or stage 26 according to the watermark
data to be embedded.
[0031] The further watermark embedder 26 provides
its output signal to signal composer 24 which combines
the watermarked alternative signal with the watermarked
original audio signal. The current masking curve is also
provided to alternative signal provider 23 for controlling
for which signal values of the original audio signal it out-
puts with which amplitude alternative signal values to be
watermarked in step/stage 26 and to be combined in
step/stage 24 with original values of the original audio
signal.
[0032] Watermark embedders 25 and 26 carry out the
same kind of operation. The watermark data to be em-
bedded in watermark embedders 25 and 26 can be a bit
sequence selected from a set of pseudo-random bit se-
quences modulated according to a watermark informa-
tion bit value. The bit sequence can be used in steps/stag-
es 25 and 26 for correspondingly modulating the phase
of the signals to be watermarked, e.g. in a manner de-
scribed in WO 2007/031423 A1.
[0033] The inventive processing can be carried out by
a single processor or electronic circuit, or by several proc-
essors or electronic circuits operating in parallel and/or
operating on different parts of the inventive processing.

Claims

1. Method for watermarking (15) successive sections
of an audio signal, characterised by the steps:

- calculating (12) using a psycho-acoustical
model a masking curve for a current section of
said audio signal, and determining (11) for said
current section of said audio signal whether it
contains low signal energy or parts of low signal
energy;
- providing (13) an alternative signal different
from said audio signal, which is controlled by
said low signal energy determination and the
strength of which is controlled by said masking
curve;
- combining (14) said alternative signal with said

audio signal in case said current section of said
audio signal has low signal energy or parts of
low signal energy, so as to provide a combined
signal;
- watermarking (15) said combined signal, con-
trolled by watermark data to be embedded and
by said masking curve, so as to provide a wa-
termarked audio signal.

2. Method for watermarking (25, 26) successive sec-
tions of an audio signal, characterised by the steps:

- calculating (22) using a psycho-acoustical
model a masking curve for a current section of
said audio signal, and determining (21) for said
current section of said audio signal whether it
contains low signal energy or parts of low signal
energy;
- providing (23) an alternative signal different
from said audio signal, which is controlled by
said low signal energy determination and the
strength of which is controlled by said masking
curve;
- watermarking (25) said audio signal, controlled
by watermark data to be embedded and by said
masking curve, so as to provide a preliminary
watermarked audio signal,
and watermarking (26) said alternative signal,
controlled by said watermark data to be embed-
ded and by said masking curve, so as to provide
a watermarked alternative signal;
- combining (24) said watermarked alternative
signal with said preliminary watermarked audio
signal, so as to provide a watermarked audio
signal.

3. Apparatus for watermarking successive sections of
an audio signal, said apparatus including means
(11-15) being adapted for:

- calculating (12) using a psycho-acoustical
model a masking curve for a current section of
said audio signal, and determining (11) for said
current section of said audio signal whether it
contains low signal energy or parts of low signal
energy;
- providing (13) an alternative signal different
from said audio signal, which is controlled by
said low signal energy determination and the
strength of which is controlled by said masking
curve;
- combining (14) said alternative signal with said
audio signal in case said current section of said
audio signal has low signal energy or parts of
low signal energy, so as to provide a combined
signal;
- watermarking (15) said combined signal, con-
trolled by watermark data to be embedded and
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by said masking curve, so as to provide a wa-
termarked audio signal.

4. Apparatus for watermarking successive sections of
an audio signal, said apparatus including means
(21-26) being adapted for:

- calculating (22) using a psycho-acoustical
model a masking curve for a current section of
said audio signal, and determining (21) for said
current section of said audio signal whether it
contains low signal energy or parts of low signal
energy;
- providing (23) an alternative signal different
from said audio signal, which is controlled by
said low signal energy determination and the
strength of which is controlled by said masking
curve;
- watermarking (25) said audio signal, controlled
by watermark data to be embedded and by said
masking curve, so as to provide a preliminary
watermarked audio signal,
and watermarking (26) said alternative signal,
controlled by said watermark data to be embed-
ded and by said masking curve, so as to provide
a watermarked alternative signal;
- combining (24) said watermarked alternative
signal with said preliminary watermarked audio
signal, so as to provide a watermarked audio
signal.

5. Method according to claim 1 or 2, or apparatus ac-
cording to claim 3 or 4, wherein said masking curve
calculation (12, 22) and said low signal energy de-
termination (11, 21) are performed in the frequency
domain.

6. Method according to the method of one of claims 1,
2 and 5, or apparatus according to the apparatus of
one of claims 3 to 5, wherein said alternative signal
(13, 23) is a white or pink noise signal.

7. Method according to the method of one of claims 1,
2, 5 and 6, or apparatus according to the apparatus
of one of claims 3 to 6, wherein said watermark data
to be embedded is a bit sequence selected from a
set of pseudo-random bit sequences modulated ac-
cording to a watermark information bit value.

8. Method according to the method of claim 7, or ap-
paratus according to the apparatus of claim 7, where-
in said bit sequence is used for modulating the phase
of the signals to be watermarked.

9. Digital audio signal that is watermarked according
to the method of one of claims 1, 2 and 5 to 8.

10. Storage medium, for example an optical disc or a

prerecorded memory, that contains or stores, or has
recorded on it, a digital audio signal according to
claim 9.

11. Computer program product comprising instructions
which, when carried out on a computer, perform the
method according to one of claims 1, 2 and 5 to 8.

9 10 
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